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A. 好太郎ざんげ Kōtarō zange - Kōtarō’s Repentance

Kōtarō is a vagabond and man of pleasure, indulged in drinking, gambling, and
womanizing.

Kōkichi, a younger brother of Kōtarō, is totally an opposite type.

Taking service with Yamashiro Shop, Kōkichi is a hardworking, timid and
serious-minded man.

One day, a marriage arrangement between Kōkichi and a daughter of the Yamashiro
Shop owner was proposed, but the brother Kōtarō appeared at the shop, and broke the
arrangement.

Knowing the fact, the father of the brothers objects Kōtarō and tells him that anyone
should have the sense of justice and humanity.

What will be the future of two brothers with contrasting characters?

B. 後追い笠 Ato oi gasa - Following the Bamboo Hat

There are two bosses competing in a small area of land.

The boss of the Iioka family and his daughter Omitsu are ready to risk their lives for
having a showdown with the rival.

Then, the henchmen of the Iioka family, Yasutarō and Unokichi, just return from their
journey for training.

They proposed to get into a fight with the rivaling boss for the sake of the Iioka family
and the daughter.



C. Renri no eda, Yumekichi no suji 連理の枝、夢吉の筋

- A Harmonious Couple and Yumekichi’s Aptitude

The gardener, Yumekichi, is indecisive and undependable in whatever he does.

But, his skill as a gardener is incomparable with any coworkers, even admired by
Kusagorō, his boss at his workplace called Sanjuen.

Kusagorō takes good care of Yumekichi as if he is his own son, even considering to have
Yumekichi take over his position in the future.

In contrast, the wife of Yumekichi, Okon, does nothing like a wife of a gardener.

On the contrary, she willfully takes out the money that Yumekichi earned with his hard
work and even spends it for another man.

Finally, she even puts her hands on Kusagorō’s money.

Unable to remain indifferent, Kusagorō tells Yumekichi that he would not be able to take
over Sanjuen unless he parts from Okon.

When Yumekichi was just driven into a corner, Okon returns from nowhere....
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